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Offers In The Region Of £880,000
Field House, Clint Bank Lane, Clint, Harrogate, HG3 3DS 5 Bedroom House - Semi-

Detached

A beautifully presented updated five bedroom family home with a useful storage
barn with annexe potential subject to consent plus a paddock and amazing family
gardens extending to over an acre located in this other popular position between
Hampsthwaite and Birstwith. No chain involved.

Floor Plan

Energy Performance Certificate

Directions

Proceed into Hampsthwaite down Church Lane, over the bridge and up Clint Bank where once on the
level Field House is easily found on the right marked by a Hopkinsons for sale board. The driveway
approach is to the left hand side.

Council Tax Band G  Tenure Freehold



This beautiful family home offers well-planned accommodation on the ground floor a central hall, a guest
cloakroom, a sitting room with a log-burning stove, a family/playroom, dining room, and an updated living
family kitchen with a gas Aga and a separate utility room.

On the first floor, there are three double bedrooms and an updated luxury house bathroom. On the second
floor, there are two further double bedrooms and an updated bathroom.

Outside and forming a main feature of this property are the well-kept attractive grounds that extend to over
1 acre. To the left-hand side of the property, there is a shared gravel driveway that then enters a private
parking area for the property with space for a number of cars. There is a useful double-width carport. The
property also features lawned garden areas to the front and rear with ample sitting areas. There is also a
greenhouse. An additional feature of this property is the grounds that feature a paddock which could be
ideal for a pony or horse.

The property is located between the two popular villages of Hampsthwaite and Birstwith. In Hampsthwaite
there is a shop, café, primary school, public house and cricket club. In nearby Birstwith, there is a medical
centre, award-winning shop/post office, cricket club, and public house. Close by there are amazing walks
one of which takes you down the nearby Hollybank Lane through the beautiful bluebell woods to Ripley.
Internal inspection is strongly recommended.
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